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The device that I decided to create is based off of a current Artist’s live 
perfomance mask. This specific mask is used by one of the two artists that is part of 
the group, they are worn on stage during the performance as a part of their brand. I 
decided that I wanted to recreate the mask and integrate some sort of circuit to make 
it a ‘show’ mask (one that would be took to a concert). 



Wearable 
 

First off I began by recreating the mask that is used during the performance, I 
did this by using a wire frame as well as cardboard to create a stirdy under layer that 
would be strong as well as light. I used paper mache and glue to make a smooth 
layer over top of the cardboard that would be easy to paint but also create the texture 
that I would want for the mask. 
 

  
 

  
 



From there I was able to paint the entire mask black as well as add accents to 
it from the original, I added grey for the eyebrows and nose as well as green for the 
triangle on the forehead to fit the look of the origional mask. Once I was happy with 
the mask and its purpose I began to work on the circuitry for the system, I was 
imagining that I could basically create a visualization inside of the mask for the user, 
so that if he or she were at a show they would be able to have a light show inside of 
the mask reacting to the light of outside the mask. 

 
With this idea I decided to move forward using an RGB LED as well as three 

other LED’s that are just white light, I wanted to use this set up of LED’s to create a 
light show type inside of the actual helmet itself, as well as the light show I decided 
that I should add an actuator that vibrates. 
 
 
 

  
 

Roughly knowing what components I wanted to use, I began to construct from 
the bottom up, starting at the lilypad itself. I pluged the Lilypad into my computer 
and made sure it was communicating properly, from there I wrote a bit of code that 
would act as a LED test using pins that I would later plug into. Once I had my white 
LED’s as well as the RGB LED’s set up in a way that would correctly work into my 
mask, I made sure that my code would compile correctly, I then uploaded the 
existing code to the arduino lilypad and waited. I was able to make the lights work 
properly the way I wanted them to blink within a few tries. 
 
I was then able to setup a button inside the mask aswell, this would be my 
representation for a strobe, so I press the button when I want a strobe to happen in 
order to demonstrate. Below is my process for the helmet, note I used thread 
instead of wire, this way I could manipulate the length easier. 



  
 

   
 
 



  
 
 

  
 
 

   
 
 



   
 
 
This is my final product of my mask, im very happy with the shape and color as well 
as the circuitry inside, although I wasn’t able to make a successful strap for it worn 
on the head, it sits perfeclty on my wall. 
 
 
 

 



 
 

Arduino Code 
 
//DAVID SNOW 
//WEARABLE COMPUTING 
//OCT,26,2014 
 
int buttonOne = 6; // Button sesnor is connected to pin 5 
int rgbLED = 13;       // LED is connected to digital pin 6 
int whiteLED = 5; 
int buzzer = A2; 
 
int redPin = 11;        // 
int greenPin = 9; 
int bluePin = 10; 
 
int buttonValue;        // Sets variable for button value to test 
int sensorPin = A5;      // light sensor is connected to analog pin 2 
int sensorValue;        // Sets varbiable for photo value 
 
 
 
// Sets up the code before running into loop 
void setup()  
{   
        Serial.begin(9600);             //Intitialize the serial port 

        pinMode(whiteLED, OUTPUT); 
        pinMode(buzzer, OUTPUT); 
        pinMode(rgbLED, OUTPUT);      // Sets up pin 6 as LED 
        pinMode(redPin, OUTPUT); 
        pinMode(greenPin, OUTPUT); 
        pinMode(bluePin, OUTPUT); 
         
        pinMode(buttonOne, INPUT);      // Sets up pin 5 as button- 
        digitalWrite(buttonOne, HIGH); // Ties button to high 
}         
 
//Runs loop over and over 
void loop() 
{ 
   
  buttonValue = digitalRead(buttonOne); // Reads value from button 
  if(buttonValue == LOW){               // If button is low and pressed then... 
      
      // Read sensor value  
      //sensorValue = analogRead(sensorPin); 
      //sensorValue = map(sensorValue, 0, 1023, 0, 255); 
      //Serial.println(sensorValue);      // Send to computer 
      //delay(30); 
       
         color(random(0,255), random(0,255), random(0255)); 
         digitalWrite(rgbLED, HIGH); 
         delay(100); 
         color(0,0,0); 
         digitalWrite(whiteLED, HIGH); 
         delay(10); 
         digitalWrite(whiteLED, LOW); 
         digitalWrite(buzzer, HIGH); 
         delay(1000); 
         digitalWrite(buzzer, LOW); 
          
          
  } 
} 
 
void color (unsigned char red, unsigned char green, unsigned char blue)     // the color generating function 
{   
          analogWrite(redPin, 255-red);   
          analogWrite(bluePin, 255-blue); 
          analogWrite(greenPin, 255-green); 
} 

 
 
 



 
 

Parts list 
 

1x LilyPad Simple Board - MCP73831/2 
1x LilyPad Button 
1x Lilypad Buzzer 
1x LilyPad RGD LED 
1x LilyPad White LED - APT3216QWF/D 
1x 110mAh LiPo Battery 
Conductive Thread Bobbin 


